Online removal of eye movement and blink EEG artifacts using a high-speed eye tracker.
A novel approach is presented for using an eye tracker-based reference instead of EOG for methods that require an EOG reference to remove ocular artifacts (OA) from EEG. It uses a high-speed eye tracker and a new online algorithm for extracting the time course of a blink from eye tracker images to remove both eye movement and blink artifacts. It eliminates the need for EOG electrodes attached to the face, which is critical for practical daily applications. The ability of two adaptive filters (RLS and H^ ) to remove OA is measured using: 1) EOG; 2) frontal EEG only (fEEG); and 3) the eye tracker with frontal EEG (ET + fEEG) as reference inputs. The results are compared for different eye movements and blinks of varying amplitudes at electrodes across the scalp. Both the RLS and H^ methods were shown to benefit from using the proposed eye tracker-based reference (ET + fEEG) instead of either an EOG reference or a reference based on frontal EEG alone.